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Solar in CSR
Introduction

Corporate social responsibility (CSR) has been driven recently by the deployment of
solar power and energy solutions to benefit local communities. Envisioning a more
sustainable future and educating the next generation to create a greener environment
is becoming increasingly important. Companies have acknowledged that to meet and
increase

consumer

trust,

CSR

is

key.

Based

on

a

study

by

Cone

Communication/Ebiquity in 2015, “91 percent of global consumers expect companies
to do more than make a profit.” As a result, global customers expect companies to
“operate responsibly to address social and environmental issues.” Generating goodwill
among customers as a result is reflected on their loyalty towards companies. Today,
companies globally are setting targets to achieve certain sustainability goals,
particularly using solar power. Thanks to the rapid development and the cheapest
form of renewable energy provided by solar.
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CSR in MENA
CSR projects are spreading gradually throughout the MENA region. Some of the recent
achievements of CSR projects include:

U2ReduceCO2
U2ReduceCO2

is

a

regional

campaign

launched by Fronius Middle East in 2017. The
initial objective of this campaign targeted the
reduction of 1 million tons of carbon dioxide.
After successfully reaching this goal in end
2018, Fronius is currently aiming for a higher
target to reduce up to 5 million tons of
carbon dioxide by 2022. “The emissions saved
are determined by the number of inverters
sold, and later installed and connected to the
solar web portal where one can track how
much carbon dioxide emissions have been
reduced”

Hint Bint Unsaid School Rooftop PV– Oman
A rooftop solar PV project was commissioned on a girls’ school in Al Rumais, Oman,
by four Independent Power Projects co-owned by ENGIE partnered with the
Ministry of Education of Oman and with local solar entrepreneurs. The project
provides up to 82 KWp of electricity through 252 solar panels with a capacity of 325
Watts per unit, which cover approximately 500 m2, and is committed to producing a
minimum of 100 MWh per year at normal weather conditions.
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CSR in MENA Cont’d

To

create

awareness

among

students on the transition to
renewable

energy,

the

solar

rooftop project educated the next
generation on the transition from a
fossil economy to more sustainable
and cleaner energies. The project
also contributed into the the clean
energy

development

Sultanate

and

of

the

supported

local

SMEs in the renewable power
sector, pushing innovative energy
solutions.
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CSR in MENA
Million Solar Stars -MSSMillion Solar Stars has a mission to engage 1 Million school students in solar
energy and inspire 100% of schools to go solar worldwide. It is an international
solar program that connects students with tools to design and engineer hands-on
solar power models. Students and educators engage multiple stakeholder groups
to implement and scale up pilot and commercial solar installations at schools.
Million Solar Stars has a goal to involve students in the process of deploying solar
power that will prepare the youth with skills to become the clean energy
workforce necessary for a rapid transition to a clean energy economy. To learn
more about Million solar, MESIA conducted an interview with Adam Hall, Chief
Star Organizer & MYP Sciences Teacher at Fairgreen International School.

MSS- Universal American School – Dubai, U.A.E.
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Interview
with Adam Hall

1- What makes Million Solar Stars different?
Million Solar Stars is unique because the program involves students in the process of scaling
up solar power in schools and communities.

Students develop leadership and

communication skills while actively participating in the transition to a clean energy
economy.

2- Do you see a huge potential within schools to go solar within the MENA
region?
The potential for solar within schools in the MENA region is massive. MENA has some of the
highest solar energy potential in the world. The region has another great resource in its
youth. According to UNICEF, half of the population in the MENA region are under 24 years
old. These adolescents and youth have the potential to be solar change makers at the
thousands of respective schools they attend. We simply need to give students and teachers
the proper tools and skills to scale up solar power in education.
Schools typically have excellent rooftops and grounds for solar installations. While
developing future ready clean energy workforce skills and learning platforms, student solar
stars have the potential to accelerate the transition to megawatts, if not gigawatts, of solar
power on schools and in surrounding communities.
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Interview with Adam Hall
3- Where did Million Solar Stars implement projects in MENA and how do you involve
students and educators to engage multiple stakeholder groups to implement and scale up
pilot and commercial solar installations at schools?
Million Solar Stars has raised awareness and implemented projects at several schools
around the world, including 3 schools in Dubai as a starting point for the MENA region. The
formula we are developing engages students in building solar model windmills and solar
cars to learn about energy transfers and the science of solar. Students show a high level of
engagement as they compete in the Million Solar Stars Challenge with their solar model cars
and boats. Students scale up to pilot solar models and ultimately help analyze if installing a
commercial solar array makes educational, environmental, and economic sense for their
schools.
Learners have participated in rooftop analyses and solar array size estimates, as well as
participated in meetings with solar installation companies and school leadership.
Currently, grade 9 students at Fairgreen International School are designing a 1.5 kW pilot
solar array system to power 4 Tower Gardens in the school’s Urban Farming
classroom. They will learn with solar software that tracks the school’s ~250kW solar
installation scheduled to happen very soon.

4- After implementing several projects in the UAE, do you see a wide interest
within the youth and are they looking into careers within the renewable
energy sector and specifically the solar sector?
Hands-on learning is interactive and fun. This is why utilizing solar models that students
design and build is important to spark interest in our youth. From there, students develop
critical thinking and leadership skills to help install pilot and commercial solar arrays. The
skills they develop are in increasingly high demand in the solar and renewable energy sector.
The solar industry is growing at a very impressive rate. As youth become more familiar with
how solar energy works, they have shown interest in careers in the solar industry to help
transition to a clean energy economy.
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Where are the upcoming solar school projects are going to be? Are you
looking forward to any event soon?
We are focused on making Million Solar Stars more transferable to additional schools in
Dubai, then scaling up solar at more schools around MENA and the world. The Million Solar
Stars Challenge is scheduled for 27 Feb at Fairgreen International School. This year’s event is
ramping up with special guests and students having fun, competing with solar model cars and
boats under the sun. Take the Solar Star pledge if you support expanding solar power to more
schools!

“We are focused on making Million Solar Stars
more transferable to additional schools in Dubai,

then scaling up solar at more
schools around MENA
and the world.”
- Adam Hall

Conclusion
The shift from fossil fuel to greener and more sustainable renewable energy economies is
slowly picking up. CSR activities in solar are also increasing and targeting the new population
to create awareness. As a result, youth are currently exploring opportunities to have a
significant fingerprint in the renewable energy transition. Initiatives are increasing worldwide
to spread awareness and motivate the public into taking steps for a more sustainable
lifestyle.
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